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Data standards are formal agreements on the general management of data,
including the definition, structuring, sharing, and use. In healthcare, the purpose of 
standards to govern efficient and effective data sharing, resulting in improved quality
of patient information. 

Offering Flexibility
While our PMP Gateway solution, which integrates prescription drug monitoring program data
with electronic health records or pharmacy management systems, was created with our unique
standards, connection and delivery of data is not limited by our company. Our customers
determine their public health strategy, and we support their vision, which means using 
whichever standards are necessary to connect to requested sources or consumers of data.

Taking Standards Seriously
Since our inception, we have continuously created technology solutions with standards top
of mind—both intimately understanding them and ensuring we comply with them. Currently, 
our focus is on the FHIR interoperability standards, along with ASAP, NCPDP, and several 
others. With this focus, we can support our customers in their quest to improve patient 
information and public health.

Focusing on the Future
It is our mission to connect data and share analytics with providers for the betterment of 
public health, and we believe that the PDMP can serve a broader role in this mission. With
that comes a dedication to standards, such as FHIR, which requires an ongoing investment in
resources. We will remain at the forefront of the industry by employing the technical talent 
necessary to work with the standards that the industry and our customers demand.

Promoting Standards for
Quality Patient Information

Answering All of Your Data Integration Needs

Regardless of your needs and the standards that govern them, Appriss Health 
is your answer. You will receive not only a data integration solution, but also a 
true partner who helps you securely share data across states, ensure compliance, 
and enable providers to make more informed treatment decisions. And you will 
have access to call center support and a dedicated customer relationship manager 
along the way.


